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ABSTRACT

The overall performance of iris recognition systems is affected by the quality of acquired iris sample images. Due to the development of imaging technologies, visible wavelength iris recognition gained a lot of attention in the past few years. However, iris sample quality of unconstrained imaging conditions is a more challenging issue compared to the traditional near infrared iris biometrics. Therefore, measuring the quality of such iris images is essential in order to have good quality samples for iris recognition. In this paper, we investigate whether general purpose no-reference image quality metrics can assess visible wavelength iris sample quality.

Index Terms— Quality assessment, visible wavelength, iris biometrics, no-reference, image quality metric

1. INTRODUCTION

The iris is one of the most commonly used modalities for biometric recognition and it is a mature technology used in many government and civilian applications (e.g. border control in the United Kingdom and United Arab Emirates). However, most of the existing systems rely on heavy imaging constraints captured in a stop-and-stare interface, at close distances and using near infrared (700-900 nm) wavelengths with sufficient quality. In recent years, thanks to the development of imaging technologies, there are more and more iris recognition systems that operate in the visible wavelength (VW) and in less constrained environments \cite{1-7}. The VW iris imaging systems lead to acquire degraded iris samples due to less constrained environments that makes the sample quality assessment a major issue. Existing iris sample quality assessment methods \cite{8,9} cannot handle the specificity of VW iris data and there are quite a few approaches developed for such iris images \cite{10}. Since VW iris images are much closer to ordinary color images than near infrared iris images, it is interesting to investigate whether general purpose no-reference image quality metrics (IQMs) can assess VW iris samples due to the lack of methods specific for VW iris image quality assessment. Towards this goal, we propose to 1) conduct the iris sample quality assessment by using no-reference IQMs, and 2) evaluate the performance of no-reference IQMs based on the performance of iris recognition system in order to answer 'Can no-reference IQMs assess visible wavelength iris sample quality?'.

In this paper, we introduce the related works of this research field in Section 2. In Section 3, the experimental setup is presented. Then the experimental results will be illustrated in the next section. Finally, the conclusions and future works are presented in Section 5.

2. RELATED WORK

With some minor exceptions, the large majority of the existing iris recognition methods (both near infrared and VW iris) follow the statistical pattern recognition model and can be separated into four stages: segmentation, normalization, feature extraction and comparison \cite{11}. The human iris is an internal organ, naturally protected, visible from the exterior and enables data acquisition. VW iris recognition systems will inevitably constitute a tradeoff between data acquisition constraints and recognition accuracy. This research topic receives growing interest and several recent publications focus on this aspect. The 'Iris-on-the-move' project \cite{1} is an example of an image acquisition system to make the recognition process less intrusive for subjects. Fancourt \textit{et al.} \cite{2} presented that it is possible to acquire sufficiently high-quality images at a distance of up to 10 meters. Smith \textit{et al.} \cite{3} investigated that the iris structure can be captured in the VW spectra, discovering the possibility of using multispectral data to improve recognition performance. Park and Kim \cite{4} captured out of focus VW iris images. Raja \textit{et al.} \cite{5} first developed a new recognition scheme and adapt it to smartphone based VW iris images, and then proposed an improved VW iris imaging solution for increasing the performance of VW iris recognition system \cite{6}. Boyce \textit{et al.} \cite{7} studied the image acquisition wavelength of revealed components of the iris, and identified the important role of iris pigmentation.

In order to ensure high performance of biometric system based on VW iris, the challenge is to assess the iris quality during the acquisition process \cite{12}. However, only a few pub-
lications investigated VW iris quality and most of these works are from Proença et al. [10, 11]. Due to the limited number of approaches for VW iris sample quality assessment, meanwhile, VW iris images are much closer to ordinary color images than near infrared iris images, it is interesting to investigate whether no-reference IQMs can assess VW iris samples. No-reference IQMs provide quality assessment of an image without the need of any reference image or its features and they are mostly for natural images. The properties of no-reference IQMs make it possible to use them to assess VW iris images. There are many no-reference IQMs, for more details we refer to [13].

3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The iris recognition system used in this paper is OSIRIS (Open Source for IRIS) version 4.1 [14]. The OSIRIS reference system is an open source iris recognition system developed in the framework of the BioSecure project [14]. The VW iris database used in this paper is part of the GC² multi-modality biometric database. This database is on the final stage of the development by the authors of this paper and will be available soon to the research field. The iris database contains 50 subjects, both left and right eye images are acquired by two different cameras: a Canon D700 camera with Canon EF 100mm f/2.8L Macro Lens (18 Megapixels) and a Google Nexus 5 smartphone embedded camera (8 Megapixels). 15 samples are taken for each camera per eye. In order to avoid that segmentation errors corrupt the results for OSIRIS system, 31 and 25 subjects are selected from reflex camera and smartphone, which were accurately segmented based on visual inspection. Totally, 1680 iris samples (930 from reflex camera and 750 from smartphone) are used in this paper. Only small natural distortions appear in the images. Some examples from the database are shown in Figure 1.

We select 13 no-reference IQMs which are commonly used in the research field and their Matlab code are publicly available: BIQI [15], BLIINDS2 [16], BRISQUE [17], ILNIQU2 [18], JNBM [19], SSEQ [20], CONTRAST [21], DCTSP [22], PWN [23], AQI and AQIP [24], SSH [25], and SH [26]. BIQI is a two-step framework based on natural scene statistics. BLIINDS2 is a distortion-agnostic metric based on a natural scene statistics model of discrete cosine transform coefficients. BRISQUE is a natural scene statistics-based distortion-generic model that operates in the spatial domain. ILNIQU2 integrates the features of natural image statistics derived from multiple cues and learns a multivariate Gaussian model of image patches from a collection of pristine natural images. JNBM is a perceptual-based image sharpness/blurriness metric. SSEQ is based on spatial and spectral entropies. CONTRAST is a method for contrast distorted images based on the principle of natural scene statistics. DCTSP is an algorithm for blurred images and it is based on block-based discrete cosine transform statistics and linear prediction method. PWN uses a perceptually weighted local noise into a probability summation model. AQI and AQIP are based on measuring the variance of the expected entropy of a given image upon a set of predefined directions. SSH measures image sharpness. SH is a definition of a sharpness index that is closely related to the notion of global phase coherence. Some of these no-reference IQMs are designed for distortion-specific use: CONTRAST for measuring image contrast; JNBM, SH, and SSH for measuring image sharpness; DCTSP for measuring image sharpness and block-based artifacts; and PWN for measuring image noise. Some of them are designed for non-specific use: AQI, AQIP, BIQI, BLIINDS2, BRISQUE, ILNIQE2, and SSEQ. All assess image quality in grayscale channel. The conversion from color image to grayscale image is by the Matlab function ’rgb2gray’.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

4.1. Distribution and mean of comparison scores

In order to evaluate the performance of the IQMs, we first plot the original comparison score for both reflex camera and smartphone in Figure 2 (a) and (b). The x axis represents the score and the y axis represents the quantity of the comparison. The histograms of the comparison score are obtained from the genuine (comparison between samples from the same subject) and impostor (comparison between samples from different subjects) comparisons for all image samples. The line plots correspond to the fitted normal distributions and the mean of the score is given as well. In general, high quality biometric samples can generate relatively good genuine comparison scores (in our case, the score closer to zero the more similar two iris samples), which are well separated from impostor comparison scores [27]. This can be observed from Figure 2 (a) and (b). Then we show two examples of the histogram of the genuine comparison scores when omitting low quality samples by using selected no-reference IQMs in Figure 2 (c) and (d). Grother et al. [27] proposed to use quality-bin based approaches to evaluate the image quality assessment methods. They believed if a certain percentage of low quality samples are excluded from the dataset, the comparison score would decrease (in our case) and the Equal Error Rate (EER) (when False Match Rate (FMR) and False None Match Rate (FNMR) are equal) would decrease as well. Because the scale of the quality score for each IQM is different and the linearity of the quality score is unknown, we omit the percentile low quality samples and keep 75%, 50%, and 25%
have the highest mean of comparison score compared to the era and smartphone, respectively, while ILNIQU2 and PWN have lowest mean of comparison score for reflex camera. No-reference IQMs fail to assess the iris image quality well these two IQMs. The above findings indicate that the selected rest of the no-reference IQMs have similar performance with using ILNIQU2 and PWN to omit low quality samples. The (equals to right shift in previous plots) for reflex camera when smartphone, however, the mean values become higher at 50% become lower when omitting more low quality samples for can see that, there is only slightly left shift for genuine score. We only plot the mean values with omitting low quality sam-

Fig. 2. Comparison scores and their mean values with and without omitting low quality samples.

of high quality samples for each of the IQMs. We conduct an inspection for all omitted low quality samples in order to ensure that at least there is one sample per subject. In the two plots, the red continuous line represents the original comparison score; the green ‘.-.’ line represent the comparison scores when we keep the 75% highest quality iris samples; the blue colon line represents the comparison scores when we keep the 50% highest quality iris samples; and the magenta dot line represents the comparison scores when we keep the 25% highest quality iris samples. We only illustrate the best IQM for reflex camera and smartphone, and for the rest of IQMs we only plot the mean values with omitting low quality samples in Figure 2 (e) and (f). From Figure 2 (c) and (d) we can see that, there is only slightly left shift for genuine score. In Figure 2 (e) and (f), all mean values of comparison score become lower when omitting more low quality samples for smartphone, however, the mean values become higher at 50% (equals to right shift in previous plots) for reflex camera when using ILNIQU2 and PWN to omit low quality samples. The rest of the no-reference IQMs have similar performance with these two IQMs. The above findings indicate that the selected no-reference IQMs fail to assess the iris image quality well according to the performance of OSIRIS system. AQIP and BIQI have lowest mean of comparison score for reflex camera and smartphone, respectively, while ILNIQU2 and PWN have the highest mean of comparison score compared to the others.

4.2. DET curves and EER

An IQM is useful if it can at least give an ordered indication of an eventual performance. Rank-ordered Detection Error Trade-Off (DET) characteristics curve is one of the most commonly used and widely understood method used to evaluate the performance of quality assessment approaches. The DET used here plots FNMR versus FMR. As mentioned before, we also obtain EER as an indicator to examine the performance of IQMs. Figures 3 (a) and (b) illustrate the two examples of DET curves with EER for data with and without omitting low quality samples for reflex camera by using AQIP, and for smartphone by using BIQI. Since all DET curves for both reflex camera and smartphone are very similar we only show two examples here. If a DET curve is closer to the left-bottom point, it means that this set of data lead to a higher iris recognition performance. Meanwhile, the lower EER values the better system performance. From Figure 3 (a) and (b) we can see that, the DET curves with omitting low quality samples (magenta, blue, and green lines, same as Figure 2) are on the right-top side or very close to DET curve without omitting low quality samples (the red continuous line). Figure 3 (c) and (d) represent the EER values from all IQMs for reflex camera and smartphone, respectively. From Figure 3 (c) and (d) we can observe that, most of the EER values with omitting low quality samples are higher than EER values without omitting low quality samples (the red dash line represents the EER calculated from original comparison score). This means that there is no system performance improvement after omitting low quality samples. However, the EER values from BIQI and SSEQ when keeping 75% of the high quality score are lower than original EER value for reflex camera, and EER values from CONTRAST when keeping 50% and BLIINDS2 when keeping 75% of the high quality score are lower than original EER value for smartphone.

Additionally, we calculate EER values for both cameras by omitting lowest quality iris sample one by one until only one highest quality iris sample remains. Figure 4 (a) and (b) illustrate the change of EER values for both cameras. The x axis represents the number of omitted low quality samples. The y axis represents the EER value. We slightly shift the plot to the right-top side for each IQM in order to show the results more clear. As introduced before, when we omit low quality iris samples, the EER value will decrease if the IQMs can predict iris sample quality. From both plots in Figure 4 we can see that, there is no obvious decrease for EER values (from the left to the right) until only a few high quality samples left. However, for most of the IQMs, we can find an increase or fluctuation in the EER values at the end of the line. Another interesting finding is that, most of the lines have a big drop in the end due to only high iris samples are remains, except the second last line (BLIINDS2) for both cameras and the fourth
last line (ILNIQU2) for smartphone. This means that high quality iris samples given by BLIINDS2 and ILNIQU2 cannot enhance the performance of the OSIRIS system compared to low quality samples.

4.3. Computational complexity

We also notice that some of the no-reference IQMs are designed for real images so they are time consuming, which is not suitable for real time iris recognition. The IQMs whose computation speed is less than 1 second: BIQI, JNBM, SSEQ, DCSP, PWN, SSH, and SH; whose computation speed is between 1 and 5 seconds: BRISQUE, ILNIQU2, CONTRAST, AQI, and AQIP; and whose computation speed is more than 5 seconds: BLIINDS2.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

In this paper, we evaluate the performance of no-reference IQMs on VW iris images. From the experimental results we can conclude that, the selected 13 no-reference IQMs cannot assess well the quality of VW iris samples from selected GC² database. By looking at EER values, only BIQI and SSEQ increase the performance when keeping 75% of the high quality samples for reflex camera; only CONTRAST and PWN increase the performance when keeping 50% and 75% of the high quality samples for smartphone, respectively. Since all these IQMs are designed for natural images but VW iris images contain rich texture information with unique structure components. Therefore, VW iris images are different from natural images, so it can be the reason for the low performance. Another possible reason when these IQMs fail to assess iris sample quality can be that, the quality attributes applied in these IQMs do not appear in some of the iris images and these attributes are not sensitive for OSIRIS iris recognition system. The contribution of this work can be used for the development of quality assessment methods for VW iris, moreover, for contactless biometric modalities. The experimental results indicate that biometric modality specific IQMs might be required. It has been shown that red channel has more discriminatory information than the other channels. It is interesting to investigate if the experimental results will be different if only red channel is used. Other VW iris databases and iris recognition systems could also be used to evaluate the performance of selected metrics.
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